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INTRODUCTION
At the time of writing this article, there are 1,464,852 confirmed cases, with 85,397
deaths in nearly 199 countries [1]. In the U.S., 417,206 infection cases with 14,183 deaths
were reported in 54 states [2]. China used extraordinary measures to contain the outbreak at
extreme cost to its economy. Many nations used similar approach in an attempt to contain
local outbreaks.
The Wall Street firm lowered its first-quarter gross domestic product forecast to -3.4%
from -2.4% and its second-quarter GDP forecast to -38% from -30%. On an annual average
basis, Morgan Stanley expects real GDP contracting 5.5% in 2020, the steepest annual drop
in growth since 1946. The Congressional Budget Office said on Thursday that the economy
will contract by at least 28% in the second quarter [3]. Labor Department reported 701,000
jobs were lost in March. As economy struggles to recover from the initial recession, if the
disease’s impact dissipates, the U.S. economy may pick up to 3 percent or more by 2023 [4].
This optimistic projection is based on an assumption that no more pandemic strikes.
There is no predictable treatment for the disease in medicine at this time. The hope is
finding effective drugs and vaccines, but it may take at least 12 month to 18 months for
vaccine to reach the public [5]. There are many viruses that could strike humans at any time.
Two other coronaviruses, OC43 and 229E, were discovered in the 1960s but had circulated in
cows and bats, respectively, for centuries; and other two, HKU1 and NL63, were discovered
after the 2003-2004 SARS outbreak, also after circulating in animals [6]. Many of RNA
viruses mutate rapidly [7] to generate new strains to defeat existing vaccines and drugs.
Breaking the chain of infection by identifying and controlling infected persons is
impossible. Any diagnostic method produces a certain percent of false negative results, thus
identifying all infected persons is impossible. Moreover, preliminary research from China
suggests that the most common type of COVID-19 test, known as a reverse transcriptase
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) test, may give false-negative results about 30% of the
time [8].
More than 43,000 people in China had tested positive without immediate symptoms
by the end of February [9]. Those people may transmit the virus without even knowing it.
Recently, the virus was transmitted in nursing home in Maryland. One local outbreak was
reportedly caused by a health care worker who did not have a fever and was not screened out
[10]. CDC recently stated that 25% infected persons have no symptoms.
It is obvious to see that the world cannot place its hope in medicine to contain the
pandemic. Sound economic policies cannot be based on the strike of luck. The rapid increase
in new cases in the U.S. and the world prompts us to examine existing measures that have
been used in the fight against the pandemic and explore better intervention measures.

DEVELOP A PUBLIC HEALTH INTERVENTION FRAMEWORK
A. Examine Death Risks for Different People in the Population
We first note that medicine has complicated the disease by attempt to simplify it.
Based on death data from China and the first 100 deaths in the U.S., it is clear that death risks
are associated with certain vulnerable people.
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Per CDC data [11], the first preliminary description of outcomes among patients with
COVID-19 in the United States indicates that fatality was highest in persons aged ≥85,
ranging from 10% to 27%, followed by 3% to 11% among persons aged 65–84 years, 1% to
3% among persons aged 55-64 years, <1% among persons aged 20–54 years, and no fatalities
among persons aged ≤19 years. This pattern is similar to that seen in China, and the death rate
among diagnosed persons is just under 1.4% [12]. By using the population approach, this
death rate is improperly applied to the population and thus creates a panic.
If we consider the COVID-19 disease in personalized medicine, the disease severity
as inferred from the population’s death rate is irrelevant to young and healthy people. While
“locking down” is the best measure to contain an outbreak when its target population or death
risk is unknown, it cannot be used on a long-term basis.
B. An Approach Based on the Binary Values Cannot End the Pandemic Due to
Excessive Errors and Inaccuracies
The problems in population-based studies include poor accuracy of diagnosis and
causes of death on death certificates, estimates of population, people migration from areas of
study, and the "ecological fallacy" [13]. Population-based studies pay attention to the
characteristics of population groups as a whole. Even though, population approach has been
used in medicine as the golden standard for more than a century, we have proved by rigid
proof that health data cannot be summed and averaged to form model data for treating
individual patients [14]. For the same reason, we assume that public health inventions based
on population data is not effective because such data is inapplicable to individual persons
unless the intervention has a very strong effect on all individual persons.
Epidemiological models such as deterministic compartmental model [15] use a
presumption that infection takes two values: infection and no-infection. This presumption
does not hold for most diseases and health properties. There is no rule that infection is caused
by an identical infecting act which results in the same disease severity. Similarly, most
interventions are quantitative in nature. Disease severity depends quantitatively on many
parameters such as the number of viral particles, the locations of infection, host responses and
immune responses. A more important factor is the relative speed between viral replication
action and immune responses [16]. Thus, most important influence factors for containing the
pandemic are not used in the deterministic compartmental models. In reality, if all lifestyle
and activities factors are used to slow down viral replication speed and improve immune
response, the disease severity is downgraded to a mild cold and the pandemic naturally
disappears. This simple and irrefutable logic supports our finding that population based
research methods have limited utilities.
In epidemiological studies, exposure and disease occurrence are often rated in the
binary values; and occurrence of an investigated effect is rated by frequency (occurrence also
in binary values). Formation of this tradition could be traced to the common law practices
which always turn quantitative properties into binary values. Conversion of a health property
into two possible binary values is like digitizing a sound profile by a 2-bit scheme, which
naturally introduces great errors and great inaccuracies. The great distortion of health
properties is one of the reasons of poor treatment results. Moreover, it is difficult to
investigate multiple factors at the same time in observational studies. The findings of
epidemiological studies are useful in understanding disease nature and resource allocation,
but cannot be used as a guidance for treating diseases.
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Existing epidemiological models are unable to address viral and host interactions that
determine the effectiveness of public health interventions. Even if an infection has stricken a
person, the disease severity depends on the speed contest between viral replication and
immune response [16]. A small number of infections may be cleared by innate immunity and
host responses; a certain number of initial infections may result in disease symptoms; more
severe infections may cause more serious symptoms. Thus, characterizing diseases by taking
binary values is like a model missing all important factors. Such a model cannot address
disease severity. Similarly, existing models treat interventions also in binary values, but not
quantitatively. Six feet is applied to persons in all situations; but reality is that distance affects
disease severity quantitatively.
The need for using the quantitative approach is that the virus cannot be treated in
binary values. Getting rid of the virus is impossible. To extinguish a pandemic, a measure
must be as extreme as lock-downing city, shutting down business, and quarantining all
infected persons. All such extreme interventions still cannot make the virus disappear; and
nothing can stop it from coming back.
Local outbreaks can happen due to false negative test results, insufficient isolation
times, asymptomatic infections, chronic virus carriers, animal virus carriers, failure of
distance rule, etc. All of those measures cannot achieve the best outcome. Containing the
pandemic would depend on weather and good luck. Existing research models are not useful
in investigating disease progression speed in infected persons.
In contrast, reducing disease severity of infected persons is much easier. We have
shown with irrefutable evidence that disease severity can be altered by four classes of factors
[16, 17]. By using the quantitative approach, hundreds to thousands treatment or lifestyle
factors can be used and their benefits are added up to make real differences in disease
outcome of each infected person. However, the quantitative approach is in conflict with the
binary approach.
The binary approach not only fails to contain the outbreaks, but has precluded the
quantitative approach from being used. Medical research model is also an overly simplified
model [14]. If a study is intended to study one factor a time, the study naturally rejects each
weak intervention because it is not strong enough to change disease outcome on the binary
scale. All weak interventions are not strong enough to reach the dividing point of two values.
The false result is also due to the interference of many other life and disease factors [14].
Also, the errors introduced from converting into binary values are larger than the true benefits
of weak interventions so that their weak benefits cannot be detected in practice. Each weak
intervention affects disease severity by a small amount or degree, but is not powerful enough
to change the disease severity to the threshold for flipping the conclusion on the binary scale.
Each of all weak interventions is thus rejected in turn, ending up with no cure.
We have extensively evaluated the disease severity from kinetic point of view [16-19].
All of those studies are based on the quantitative approach. Based on that framework, we first
evaluate advantages and weaknesses of the current interventions.
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Figure 1. All persons in all groups can transmit the virus in all personal interactions in work
sites, stories, and other public places. All transmissions result in a “population death rate” of
1.4%.
When the social distance rule is followed, it reduces the risk of viral transmission
from infected persons to uninfected persons, as shown in Insert (a). However, the measure
cannot protect the person from viral particles that have been suspected in the air or that are
from people who have been in the building. Since most people still appear in some public
places such as stories, restaurants, and offices without using protection such as masks. At job
sites, the virus can transmit from an infected employee to other employees. When those
employees visit stories or other public places, they shed the virus and contaminate the air; and
the virus then infects some occupants in the public places. Sharing air in both work sites and
public places forms complete transmission chains. Any person from any company may
transmit the virus to anyone from other companies. When a large number of people are
infected, they also visit other public places such as stories, hospitals, trains, etc. within the
inoculation times, and thus transmit the virus to others who happen to be there. Thus, anyone
in one family can transmit the virus to anyone in other families in any part of locality or city.
The social distance intervention is clearly insufficient. The transmission chains cannot be
established later to track potentially infected persons.
The outcome of the population, which is often expressed by statistical data, comprises
disease outcomes of infected persons. None of personal disease outcomes is really run by
statistical law like flipping a coin. Public health interventions can alter the disease outcome of
the population by influencing individual persons. When the interventions are applied to
persons, the prediction of a traditional epidemiological model will be defeated. Therefore, the
strategy is to mitigate disease severity for individual persons.
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Figure 2. Social distance and lock-down can completely break the chain of
transmission as shown in Insert a. However, people can transmit the virus through shared air
in closed or poorly ventilated public places such as stories, offices, restaurants, classrooms,
trains, buses, ships, airplanes, etc.
Lock-down is an effective measure if it can completely bar all personal contacts and
interactions. If persons must contact others briefly, additional measures must be taken to
prevent the virus from transmitting through air. To stop transmission in brief contacts, all
persons must wear masks to block the transmission shown in Insert b. Lock-down can be
defeated if viral transmission is not stopped during those brief personal contacts in closed
public places.
C. A Concept Public Health Invention Framework
We note that the disease causes only about 1.4% death rate among all infected
persons. High death rates are identified for the vulnerable people. Thus, enhanced
interventions and mitigation measures can be directed to the small number of vulnerable
people. As we also found that the disease severity depends on a large number of factors, and a
large number of measures can be used to mitigate disease severity in a long time window
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from before the infection to post recoveries. The reasons for using those measures have been
discussed in our articles [16, 17]. A complete set of preventive and mitigating measures are
shown in Figure 3.
In this concept intervention framework, we classify all people into three main classes:
those who attend schools and universities, those who are healthy and working, and those who
are vulnerable to the virus. The children and students continue attending their schools; and
healthy persons, with limited exceptions, do their regular things, engage normal social
activities, and do their regular jobs. However, the vulnerable people are protected by five
lines of intervention measures: prior-exposure measures, heightened protective measures,
personal interaction manner modifications, post-exposure remedial measures, and multiplefactor treatments.

Figure 3 shows all public health intervention points (1- 9) by green lines. The focus is
not breaking chain of infection, but reducing disease severity, particularly, the death rate and
disability rate for the vulnerable group. It is not necessary to use measures at all invention
points. The prior-exposure measures are taken to improve personal resistance to the virus, and
may include anything that can inhibit viral replication, boost antiviral immunity, improve
lung micro-circulation, and improve organ functions. Heightened protective measures include
everything that can protect the vulnerable persons in all kinds of scenarios. This line of
measures may change working settings, improve ventilation, and using protective devices
such as masks in daily activities. The third line measures are defensive personal interaction
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manners, which are exercised by both sides of interacting persons. Those measures are
employed to reduce disease severity with limited impacts on infection rate.
If vulnerable persons get the disease, they are treated by using multiple factor health
optimization method. Drugs may be used as important component, but a large number of
other factors are used to slow down viral reproduction, speed up immune response, and
improve lung-waste removal efficiency. The measures are used collectively to reduce the area
between the viral reproduction curve and the immune response curve, and the draining of
inflammation products, metabolic by-products, and wastes from immune responses.
All vulnerable persons may be encouraged to take post-exposure remedial measures if
they realize that have been exposed to the virus in significant levels. The measures are taken
promptly after suspected exposures. Remedial measures may include washing off nasal
cavities using non-irritable salty water, altering physiological body conditions, or any newly
found methods for cleaning or inactivating remaining viral particles on the respiratory track.
For children and students, the main intervention measures are education to improve
their understanding of preventive measures and person-person interaction manners. In a longterm plan, school ventilation systems should be systematically upgraded so that they are
capable of reducing viral concentrations to background levels when a significant number of
students are shedding the virus.
For healthy persons, intervention measures include doing necessary exercises to
improve holistic health and increasing organ functional capacity, and learning preventive
knowledge. The main education point is avoiding worst lung exposure that would result in
widespread lung infection and big mistakes in fighting an infection. Another measure is to
improve ventilation systems so that the systems can filter out most virus-containing particles
from the air.
The intervention framework is only a concept. Each of the interventions at each point
should be used to achieve as best protection as possible. The effectiveness of each
intervention is determined in a quantitative basis. Every health or disease property in nature is
from zero to a maximum value. The property is not rated by a threshold point as a dividing
point for two values. The quantitative approach is reducing errors that can defeat the effort of
interventions. The 6 feet social distance may be insufficient in some cases; the 14-day
isolation time may be too short for some persons; viral tests may fail to capture infected
persons; active patients may be discharged on false negative results; patients may experience
relapsed infections; infected persons may have no symptoms; people may get repeated
infection due to immune compromise, etc. There are many reasons for failure to break the
chain of infection. For all those reasons, the binary approach is replaced by the quantitative
approach.
Using the quantitative approach can avoid errors that could be introduced from using
the binary scale. However, the three classes in Figure 3 are similar to a binary scale. When
people are classified only in three classes, very different people are treated in the same way as
in the case of using the population approach. The central blocks could be drawn as several
lanes, each of which is for a sub class of vulnerable people. The sub classes may include one
for people with lung problems, one with kidney problems, and one with immune system
problems, etc. Moreover, a healthy person may choose to follow the intervention measures
for the vulnerable to achieve highest safety margins in some circumstances. Specific
interventions are tailored to each sub class. For those with suppressed immune systems, the
preventive measures at point 1 may be used to get rid of heavy metals that cause it; but for
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those with heart problems, the measures are to remove stored fats, improve micro circulation,
etc. The measures in any point are different, depending on specific persons, their health
conditions and circumstance. If an infected person is a super-viral spreader, the distance for
social distance in point 2 should be longer.
Figure 3 can be reduced to a binary intervention framework if the COVID-19
pandemic loses its threat to human life or effective treatments are found. In this case,
effective interventions do not require high accuracy.
People are taught to exercise due care in interacting with people who have been
released from quarantines or on negative viral test results. The goal is reducing viral amounts
in all viral exposures. The lowest viral amount is associated with the lightest disease severity.
When better intervention measures are used, observable disease severity will become lower.
While a better intervention often appear to be trivial if it is evaluated on the whole population
due to averaging effects. It can have large impacts on those people if the intervention is
tailored to their conditions. The expected results from using better interventions are fewer
persons get infected; fewer persons get severe diseases; more persons do not experience
disease symptoms; and survivals have less lung damages.
The level of due care in human interactions should vary, depending on persons and
circumstances. The required effectiveness degree of each measure is commensurate with
personal vulnerability, expected transmission risks, environmental factors, and threats to
others. Each intervention point also depends on outbreak or seasons. In an outbreak season,
high duty of care should be exercised by both persons who are interacting with each other.
While six feet distance may be used as a default distance for convenience, it could be 5
meters if one person or both persons are more vulnerable, one person is ill, environment is
unfavorable, or one of the persons is under emotional distress. In a non-outbreak season, the
level of duty of care in an interaction between a child and a healthy adult is the minimum. In
contrast, both sides should exercise higher duty of care in an outbreak season. For doctors
who routinely contact people, protective measures should be taken with the highest duty of
care.
The outcome of a population is the sum of outcomes of individual persons. Improved
interventions on personal levels are expected to alter the disease outcomes of the population.
Population death rate depends on medical treatments effectiveness. If intervention measures
lower death risk or disability risk on each person by a certain amount, the measures could
roughly reduce the population’s death rate or disability rate. Notwithstanding the nonlinear
and complex relationship between disease severity and interventions, we expect that the
beneficial impacts of interventions could be enough to substantially reduce population’s death
rate.
Due to influences of population approach, the performance of interventions is often
judged by population data. However, the effectiveness of treatments must be based on
individual persons in personalized medicine [14, 16, 17]. Any population-based measure is
poor or unworkable. A health care worker who would infect a large number of people under
the binary interventions may infect fewer persons as a result of using preventive interventions
quantitatively. The measure may help the worker to reduce the amount of shed virus. This
necessarily results in less severer outbreak from this worker. Further better outcomes for
infected persons may be achieved by using preventive, remedial, treatment and recovery
measures, resulting in a higher survival rate. When personal data are pooled together to
generate population data, the interventions actually achieve better performance.
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If the intervention framework is implemented well, it should have same effect as the
lock-down measures because every transmission routes are blocked. However, this
framework will not show immediate benefits if a large number of infected persons are in
inoculation periods. They show up their symptoms before the framework starts working.
D. Analysis of Well known Public Health Interventions
Some public health interventions are shown in the following table. We also include
measures that have not been used in the U.S. and many Western nations.
Table 1. Performance of Public Health Interventions, their Weaknesses and Reasons of
Failure.
Interventions

Effectiveness

Evidence

Reasons of Potential
Failure

Comments

1. Lock- down Highly effective

China COVID19

If people live in a
crowd city, it is
unfeasible.

Extreme cost, and
cripple economy and
ruin long term health.

2. Improved
ventilation/elec
trostatic
particle
collector

Breathing viral Poor system fails to
particles in air is filter out viral
the most lethal
particles.
transmission
route.

Expensive for
remodeling the
systems

Indirect
evidence: reduce
80% to 99% of
viral particles.

If a person is in a viral
environment too long,
leaked viral particles
are accumulated to
make infections worse.

For an infected person,
wearing a mask can
prevent internallyborne virus particles
from escaping.
Disease severity
depends on health,
ventilation, air
movement, etc. Six
feet is not a magic
number.

Most effective in
working place,
and closed public
place

3. Wear a mask Being very
effective to
reduce disease
severity
4. Social
distancing

Effective to stop Large droplets
transmission by fall into the
coughed droplets ground quickly.
and large
particles

It may be ineffective
in some cases; and
ineffective to small
particles in air. Big
risks from its abuse.

5. Use of
groves

(Unknown)

Prevent virus
from entering
skin or soft
tissue.

It is unnecessary based It generates a huge
on China evidence. It amount of
may help for doctors. environmental wastes.

6. 14-day
observation
time

Limited

Most people
Incubation time for
have less than 14 some persons are
days incubation much longer.
time.

Incubation time is a
complex function; and
infection after 14 days
may revive an
outbreak.

7. Viral tests

Limited

Test data
showing correct
test result.

5%-30% false
negative rate can
revive an extinguished
outbreak.

False negative results
due to incubation time,
test skills, and defects
in test kits are
common.
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8. Protective
uniforms,
goggles, etc.

Questionable,
but may help in
heath care
settings.

Uniforms shield
viral particles.

(Other transmission
Waste too much
route such as breathing resources for
air is more important) production and
cleaning up.

9. Using
disinfectants

Presumed to be
good, but overdoing is a
problem.

Based on
evidence it can
inactivate virus

(Skin is not a lethal
transmission route)

It can strain resources
if it is used too often;
may cause chronic
poisoning to users.

10. Personal
isolation

Effective, but
Break chain of
pose some risk to contact.
family members.

Transmission through
family members or
close persons

Much better than
quarantine.

Cross-infection,
successive infections,
emotional distress and
damages

Need to design air
ventilation systems to
avoid cross infections.
It should be used if
disease agent is very
new.

11. Quarantine Effective for
protecting the
pubic, but very
bad for infected
persons
12 Anti viral
drugs

Break chain of
infection.

Can be effective Based on
if it is used early population trial.

13. Other drugs Depend

Some people do not
Side effects are
respond and have long presumed.
term side effects.

Based on
Some people do not
None at the present
population trials. respond; and generally time
have long term side
effects.

14. Prior
exposure
measures
(anything)

Depend, but
Based on
work slowly, but medical study
could make
findings.
differences.

Not necessary for very Lack a culture of using
healthy persons
it; and takes time to
see benefits.

15. Post
exposure
remedies

Limited options, Based on viral
If such remedies are
and more may
action times,
used too later, they
come in future
latent time or
have less benefits.
inoculation time.

16. Multiplefactor
treatment

Can be highly
Based on
effective, but
medical study
require
findings
knowledge to use
it.

Most people do no
believe them, but can
make different
outcomes.

Lack of interest;
Lack culture of belief
wrong treatment
of using it; and take
factors, see “no effect” time to see benefits.
due to use binary
scale.

Each of the interventions based on the binary scale can cause problems in various
situations. When those measures are used per population-based approach, they are either
excessive or insufficient. If people rely on fixed rules rigidly, uncontrolled viral transmission
can revive an extinguished pandemic. Masks may be worn to ruin the lungs in infected
persons and certain people with diminished lung functions; six feet distancing may fail to
protect certain persons in certain circumstances; groves and protective uniforms may be
wasted if the lungs are wildly open to airborne virus; the 14-day incubation time may be too
short for some persons; a negative test results may be incorrect for a large number of reasons.
Each instance caused by any of those errors can cause local outbreaks. Due to long incubation
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times and lack of symptoms, the virus can be transmitted to others before the infected person
even knows his infection. Thus, breaking chain of infection is impossible.
A vast number of those problems can be resolved by the quantitative approach. It is
not premised on the notion to extinguish the virus and any error will not defeat the
performance of such interventions. Moreover, since interventions are used to achieve a best
result, an error can only nullify some safety margin built in the framework. Such errors
cannot completely defeat the interventions as in case of a binary approach. The goal is not to
prevent all infections or extinguish the virus, but to reduce disease severity by using multiple
layers of protective measures. If the first layer of measures fails, the second, third, fourth
layers will work, all being intended to reduce disease severity. The final goal for the
population is accepting the virus as a common illness, and build population immunity, more
accurately stronger physical bodies, against the virus.
E. Disease Severity Is a Continuous Property Controlled by Viral Load and Many
Other Factors
The merit of the proposed intervention framework lies in use of the quantitative
approach. The poor performance of existing interventions is clearly caused by the use of the
binary approach. The COVID-19 disease and all health properties are quantitative properties
that can be best modeled by quantitative models. Disease severity may be defined by death
rate, disability rate, and other suitable properties such as days of recovery, temporary organ
function loss, costs of essential treatments, etc. The most important parameters are death rate
and disability rate. Even though death is a binary property in most cases, all known causes
that cause death are continuous properties. The causes of death in COVID-19 are lung
damages or lost lung function, reduced oxygen saturation degree, impaired heart function,
impaired renal functions, etc. Regardless of the final cause of death, viral reproduction speeds
are always determinant factors. Since lungs are the primary target organs, the total number of
damaged cells and severity of damages of lung cells must be the most important factors.
Thus, disease severity depends on the number of infection points where the virus makes entry
and viral replication speeds at each infected site. None of those factors is a binary property.
We show that initial infection points, subsequent successive infection points, and viral
reproduction speeds at each point are all continuous properties. Classical infection theories
imply that, as the viral concentration increases, the percentage of cells infected with at least
one viral particle increases [20]. When more cells are infected, the virus obviously causes
severer damages. Under the well accepted viral collective infection theory [21-25], viral
spread is often facilitated by groups of virus forming complex infectious structures. The
required virus-virus interactions within a small viral molecular interaction distance imply that
infection requires certain viral concentrations and may require a minimum time to form
infectious structures. None of them is a binary property.
Human lungs normally have about 600 million alveoli (although the number may
differ). Each alveolus may be made of 40 type I cells and 77 type II cells [26]. So, the lungs
have about 70 billion cells that are exposed to the internal air way by well structured airway
channels. When the statistical process applied to the lungs, it is inevitable to reach the
conclusion that the virus can make entries in any part of lungs at similar or varying
probabilities. Moreover, the virus may attack each of the cells even though host responses
triggered by infected cells might affect the chance of infecting neighbor cells.
The virus particles are accumulated by time. Based on influenza study, normal (tidal)
breathing can shed viral particles by the exhaled air [27]. Exhaled influenza virus RNA
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generation rates range from 3.2 to 20 influenza virus RNA particles per minute and over 87%
of particles exhaled were under 1 µm in diameter. In a closed small room, the viral
concentration could rapidly rise (add about 28,800 RNA copies/day for influenza virus, even
though some of them fall on ground slowly). Influenza virus could be detected in the
exhalations of infected persons during normal tidal breathing or talking but not during
coughing [28]. Other studies showed that respiratory particles by influenza patients were
produced while breathing or coughing, but not both maneuvers side-by-side [29, 30, 31]. The
conflicts among different studies implies that the exact number of viral particles that an
infected person can produce depend on many factors. In air samples collected from a school
during an influenza season, influenza A virus was detected in densities ranging from 2.0×10(1) to 1.9×10(4) (gene copies m−3 air) [32]. Detected viral concentrations, particle sizes and
traveling distances are quantitative properties [33-37].
The degree of damages to the lungs depends on the total viral load and the ability of
the immune system. Immunocompromise, underlying health condition, and drugs affect
influenza viral reproduction and viral shedding [38-43]. We assume that the body can clear up
viral infection by a small number of viral particles, but cannot stop the virus if the viral
number is too large. The ability to contain the highest viral concentration would depend on
the body health condition and must vary from person to person. A universal threshold for
dividing infection and non-infection does not exist for all persons.
Alveolar macrophages are important in lung inflammation and resolution [44, 45].
Human lungs have about 20 million resident macrophages for potentially 600 million alveoli.
There is only one macrophage for about every 30 alveoli. This ratio may vary due to
differences in persons. A low macrophages/alvoeli ratio is also seen in mouse: one
macrophage is present for every three alveoli [46].
Virus must exist in the form of foreign particles which might comprise viral RNA
molecules, water molecules, dissolved gases, and biological materials. Based on the look of
discharges, one could infer that the substances in airborne particles must vary greatly,
depending on infected persons and health conditions. How alveolar macrophages carry out its
function against inhaled pathogens is not entirely clear. According to one possibility, resident
macrophages continually patrol the alveolar surface; and evidence even indicates that
alveolar macrophages could serve as antigen carriers transporting pathogens to lung draining
lymph nodes [45]. Although the findings support the notion that under pathogen challenge,
some alveolar macrophages might migrate to lymph nodes, there is no direct evidence that
macrophages can move and patrol alveoli. In fact live optical studies suggest that fixed
alveolar macrophages do not migrate from their home alveoli despite the presence of bacteria
in adjoining macrophage-free alveoli [44]. It was found that monocytes participate in steadystate surveillance of the lungs in a way that is complementary to resident macrophages and
dendritic cells without differentiating into macrophages [47].
It is unnecessary to resolve the question on the mobility of macrophages and potential
role of monocytes, one inevitable conclusion is that the ability of the lungs to remove foreign
objects such as airborne particles is limited. If a small number of viral particles get into the
lungs, they may be cleaned up by macrophages, dendritic cells, and monocytes. The lungs are
unable to remove a large number of inhaled foreign objects. The failure points vary widely
from person to person. There is no universal point that can be applicable to all people in a
population. The inevitable conclusion is some healthy persons can tolerate a lot more viral
particles than those with poor immune systems. The rule is the fewer viral particle, the better
for each person.
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The respiratory air flow structure and non-stopping breathing cycles greatly favor
viral spread within the lungs [19]. If the host responses and innate response fail to contain the
virus, some viruses make entries into the lungs or other cells. The viral replication activities
eventually trigger the acquired immune response. Thus disease severity depends on relative
speeds between the viral replication process and the immune response [16, 17]. Lungs are
further damaged by a re-infection process [17-19]. As implied by both probability theory and
collective infection theory, all uninfected cells can be infected by virus generated from the
patient self. Moreover, both viral number and mutants can increase viral virulence. Thus, the
ability of the lungs to prevent viral initial entries and ability to clear up infections varies
greatly, depending on a large number of factors.
None of the above problems can be properly addressed by randomized controlled
trials. There is no fixed dividing point that is good for every person in a population. If a
critical health property is divided into two values based on population data, the dividing point
introduces two kinds of errors for individual persons. It is too high for some persons but too
lower for others. For similar reason, an intervention may be insufficient for some persons, but
may be excessive for others. This is why a population-based treatment is not effective in
treating personal diseases.
F. Risks of Failure of the Intervention Framework
The real risk is that people in common law nations have a hard time to accept the
quantitative approach. The convention of converting from every continuous property to a
binary property can be traced to common law practices. In the early common law courts,
everything was converted to a binary value: good person and bad person, criminal and noncriminal, consideration and lack of it (one dollar is same one billion dollars), etc. In court,
there are no gray areas besides two values. In medicine, very few health properties are binary,
but most health properties are treated as two-value properties (e.g., health and unhealthy,
disease and no disease). However, most health properties addressed in researches are actually
continuous and are treated quantitatively. To comply with common law convention,
experimental data are then converted back to two-value conclusions. Most health properties
such as blood pressure, health condition, white blood count, glucose level, etc. are converted
into two values according to man-made dividing points. The conversion step introduces great
amount of errors. Pooling and averaging population data do not cause problems if study
findings are used as evidence for establishing policies, laws, and resource allocations, etc.
However, such findings cannot be used as the basis for treatment protocols for individual
persons.
Scholars from non-common law nations can readily see great inaccuracies introduced
by the two conversions. This intervention framework can be easily implemented in noncommon law nations. Anyone should be able to see problems from adding data from young
men and old men, or from men and women to get data for some kind of averaged “human
beings” that simply do not exist in nature. The framework cannot be easily implemented for a
population that is used to address things in binary values. Due to traditional influence, all
interventions such as use of masks, social distancing, incubation periods, etc. are treated as
binary properties as in all CDC publications [48-50]. After the CDC changed its default rule
to one favoring mask use, we immediately saw people wearing masks while they are running
and riding bicycles in widely open areas. Implementation of this framework would require
great effect of education before people can accept the quantitative approach.
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LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
The validity of the proposed public health intervention framework depends on
detailed measures and acceptance of the quantitative approach by the population. When
effective drugs and safe and effective vaccines are available, there may be diminished need to
use intervention measures at all intervention points. If the virus mutates to alter disease
severity on different groups of people, this may require adjustments to the current
classification of vulnerable people. If a valid medical treatment is found, the treatment can be
used as a treatment within this intervention framework. This intervention framework concept
requires detailed measures, which can comprise a large number of options presently known or
discovered in the future. The performance of this framework naturally depends on the
effectiveness of specific intervention measures which are tailored to personal, business, and
economic activities.
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